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MOTION
Comes Now, John Rowe by Lawyer Appointment, for the Private Attorney General's Across
America, representing David M. Mabardy, an American National established May 19, 2014, under
his own Association and Government, whereby this is a Motion for the International Notary of
The Human Rights Tribunal (hereinafter "Notary"), to provide a discovery of claims of Trafficking
of Person and violations of The Universal Declaration of Human Rights as set forth by the
committee of General Post Master(s), to these parties listed herein in following , that created
International issues, whereby the committee and The Human Rights Tribunal as (herein "court"),
shall be notified of the status of the discovery provided to the respondents, that contains the
action(s) set forth for proceeding's in claim.
Respondents listed are determined from several facts.
Respondents here and listed in Declaration are subject to service.
RESPONDENTS IN CLAIM
state of Massachusetts Respondent
Trafficking of Person with Social Security number, Birth certificate and driver license when
trafficked out of country of these 50 states to offshore with foreign trust denoted in action by
Enforcing Trafficking Content from Political Constituency Religious courts attached to Warrants
of creature state of Massachusetts or it’s under Charging Instruments, as state within a State
operates in Blind Faith under agreements with the United States and its political agency(s), the
United States with Federal and agency Political Unit. Trafficking of Person is the geographical
placement into the offshore U.S. Virgin Islands, whereby a driver’s license as it exists under the
fictitious IRS as an element, combined with an IRS Individual Master File typically under a false
claim on Person, attached with Person and moved out of the country of these 50 States asserting
Federal Jurisdiction.
------------------------------------Service with Mail and/other any other Hard copy
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And Service with Normal Presenter Methods
Trafficking of Person Violations of UDHR Massachusetts Governor - Charlie Baker
Massachusetts State House, 24 Beacon St.,
Office of the Governor, Room 280,
Boston, MA 02133
(617) 725-4005
Fax numbers for Boston office locations: Please call the main telephone number at (617) 727-2200
and explain your request to the operator. Once the operator determines which division you need,
the operator can provide the fax number for that division.
mail:
------------------------------------Trafficking of Person with Social Security number, Birth certificate and driver license when
trafficked out of country of these 50 states to offshore with foreign trust denoted in action by
Enforcing Trafficking Content from Political Constituency Religious courts attached to Warrants
of creature state of Massachusetts or it’s under Charging Instruments, as state within a State
operates in Blind Faith under agreements with the United States and its political agency(s), the
United States with Federal and agency Political Unit. Trafficking of Person is the geographical
placement into the offshore U.S. Virgin Islands, whereby a driver’s license as it exists under the
fictitious IRS as an element, combined with an IRS Individual Master File typically under a false
claim on Person, attached with Person and moved out of the country of these 50 States asserting
Federal Jurisdiction.
Service with Mail and/other any other Hard copy
And Service with Normal Presenter Methods
Trafficking of Person Violations of UDHR Massachusetts Attorney General - Maura Healey
One Ashburton Place
Boston, MA 02108-1518
Phone: (617) 727-2200
Fax numbers for Boston office locations: Please call the main telephone number at (617) 727-2200
and explain your request to the operator. Once the operator determines which division you need,
the operator can provide the fax number for that division.
mail:

Violations of UDHR
Attorney Sallie K. Vallely
% American Bar Association
Chicago Headquarters
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321 North Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60654
312-988-5000
ABA member operating in a state of Massachusetts, a creature state within a State of
Massachusetts, knowingly that claimant has another Constitution foreign identity Card Political
Association and government, colluded with the Masonic Political Constituency with Magistrate
operating in an Association, as Administrator, posing as government in private corporate capacity,
thereby Trafficking of Person and/or violating The Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
See: American states within a State, admission to operating in Trafficking of Person and violating
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, admitting within their own courts.
(Rod Class 11 CVS 1559 in Judge Ridgeway’s ruling, Originated from a Ruling in error in
Class v. NORTH CAROLINA, Case No. 10 DOT 7047).
The 1947-48 Bar Treaty with Panama, established with the America’s, under the established U.N.
by the Bar, and under the U.S. Smith Act, constrained the U.S. citizen, which later became a
mechanism of Trafficking of Person off-shore within created terms of U.S. citizen, social Security
and Number (SSN) and a certificate of Birth, and thereby forcing the People in America into a
fixed apparatus, the U.N. and under a forced Association, considered as a Masonic Political
Constituency with Religion denoting in their Bible to kill Christian’s, and controlled with the U.S.
Congress today in an Congressionally delegated Association. A means to subvert Americans from a
constitution that was operating as an Association or Charter.

City - Police - Sheriff - State - Detention
10-9-15 Massachusetts States Police
Town - City - (Charter) - Service the City of Methuen/Service Methuen Police
Trafficking of Person with Social Security number, Birth certificate and driver license when
trafficked out of country of these 50 states to offshore with foreign trust denoted in action by
Enforcing Trafficking Content from Political Constituency Religious courts attached to Warrants
of creature state of Massachusetts or it’s under Charging Instruments, as state within a State
operates in Blind Faith under agreements with the United States and its political agency(s), the
United States with Federal and agency Political Unit. Trafficking of Person is the geographical
placement into the offshore U.S. Virgin Islands, whereby a driver’s license as it exists under the
fictitious IRS as an element, combined with an IRS Individual Master File typically under a false
claim on Person, attached with Person and moved out of the country of these 50 States asserting
Federal Jurisdiction.
------------------------------------The city allowed its Methuen Police department, and Association and private entity to allow
claimant to be a subject to Association, by Force, into an Association claimant was not part to, and
be subjected to pain compliance.
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Service with Mail and/other any other Hard copy
And Service with Normal Presenter Methods
Trafficking of Person - the City of Methuen, Massachusetts
Violations of UDHR - the City of Methuen, Massachusetts
the City of Methuen, Massachusetts
in care of Mayor James P. Jajuga for Methuen Police Department
41 Pleasant Street, Methuen, MA 01844
(978) 983-8505

Police Location - Service the City of Methuen/Service Methuen Police
Trafficking of Person with Social Security number, Birth certificate and driver license when
trafficked out of country of these 50 states to offshore with foreign trust denoted in action by
Enforcing Trafficking Content from Political Constituency Religious courts attached to Warrants
of creature state of Massachusetts or it’s under Charging Instruments, as state within a State
operates in Blind Faith under agreements with the United States and its political agency(s), the
United States with Federal and agency Political Unit. Trafficking of Person is the geographical
placement into the offshore U.S. Virgin Islands, whereby a driver’s license as it exists under the
fictitious IRS as an element, combined with an IRS Individual Master File typically under a false
claim on Person, attached with Person and moved out of the country of these 50 States asserting
Federal Jurisdiction.
------------------------------------Methuen Police department, and Association and private entity to allow claimant to be a subject to
Association, by Force, into an Association claimant was not part to, and be subjected to pain
compliance.
Service with Mail and/other any other Hard copy
And Service with Normal Presenter Methods
Trafficking of Person - Methuen Police Department (Jail/Holding/Incarceration)
Violations of UDHR - Methuen Police Department (Jail/Holding/Incarceration)
Methuen Police Department Phone (978) 983-8801
In Care of the City of Methuen Phone (978) 983-8505
Quinn Public Safety Building
90 Hampshire Street
Methuen, MA 01844
Phone: Business Line: (978) 983-8698
-------------------------------------
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Police Respondent(s)
11-12-2017
Trafficking of Person with Social Security number, Birth certificate and driver license when
trafficked out of country of these 50 states to offshore with foreign trust denoted in action by
Enforcing Trafficking Content from Political Constituency Religious courts attached to Warrants
of creature state of Massachusetts or it’s under Charging Instruments, as state within a State
operates in Blind Faith under agreements with the United States and its political agency(s), the
United States with Federal and agency Political Unit. Trafficking of Person is the geographical
placement into the offshore U.S. Virgin Islands, whereby a driver’s license as it exists under the
fictitious IRS as an element, combined with an IRS Individual Master File typically under a false
claim on Person, attached with Person and moved out of the country of these 50 States asserting
Federal Jurisdiction.
Service with Mail and/other any other Hard copy
And Service with Normal Presenter Methods
Trafficking of Person - Officer Walter Torres
Violations of UDHR - Officer Walter Torres
90 Hampshire Street
Methuen, MA 01844
Business Line: (978) 983-8698

Trafficking of Person with Social Security number, Birth certificate and driver license when
trafficked out of country of these 50 states to offshore with foreign trust denoted in action by
Enforcing Trafficking Content from Political Constituency Religious courts attached to Warrants
of creature state of Massachusetts or it’s under Charging Instruments, as state within a State
operates in Blind Faith under agreements with the United States and its political agency(s), the
United States with Federal and agency Political Unit. Trafficking of Person is the geographical
placement into the offshore U.S. Virgin Islands, whereby a driver’s license as it exists under the
fictitious IRS as an element, combined with an IRS Individual Master File typically under a false
claim on Person, attached with Person and moved out of the country of these 50 States asserting
Federal Jurisdiction.
Claimant, detention forced undressed and Pain Compliance applied and forced to use metal slab
without blanket 7 or 8 hours with constant white light in Methuen Jail without sufficient clothing or
temperature regulation.
------------------------------------Methuen Police department, and Association and private entity to allow claimant to be a subject to
Association, by Force, into an Association claimant was not part to, and be subjected to pain
compliance.
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Service with Normal Presenter Methods
Trafficking of Person - Desk Sgt Unknown as John Doe#1(Incarceration Desk)
Violations of UDHR - Desk Sgt Unknown as John Doe#1(Incarceration Desk)
Methuen Police Department
90 Hampshire Street
Methuen, MA 01844
Business Line: (978) 983-8698

Detention (Jail) Respondent(s)
Trafficking of Person with Social Security number, Birth certificate and driver license when
trafficked out of country of these 50 states to offshore with foreign trust denoted in action by
Enforcing Trafficking Content from Political Constituency Religious courts attached to Warrants
of creature state of Massachusetts or it’s under Charging Instruments, as state within a State
operates in Blind Faith under agreements with the United States and its political agency(s), the
United States with Federal and agency Political Unit. Trafficking of Person is the geographical
placement into the offshore U.S. Virgin Islands, whereby a driver’s license as it exists under the
fictitious IRS as an element, combined with an IRS Individual Master File typically under a false
claim on Person, attached with Person and moved out of the country of these 50 States asserting
Federal Jurisdiction.
------------------------------------11-14-2017
Trafficking of Person with Social Security number, Birth certificate and driver license when
trafficked out of country of these 50 states to offshore with foreign trust denoted in action by
Enforcing Trafficking Content from Political Constituency Religious courts attached to Warrants
of creature state of Massachusetts or it’s under Charging Instruments, as state within a State
operates in Blind Faith under agreements with the United States and its political agency(s), the
United States with Federal and agency Political Unit. Trafficking of Person is the geographical
placement into the offshore U.S. Virgin Islands, whereby a driver’s license as it exists under the
fictitious IRS as an element, combined with an IRS Individual Master File typically under a false
claim on Person, attached with Person and moved out of the country of these 50 States asserting
Federal Jurisdiction.
-------------------------------------
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Service with Mail and/other any other Hard copy
And Service with Normal Presenter Methods
Trafficking of Person - Billerica House of Corrections
Violations of UDHR - Billerica House of Corrections
269 Treble Cove Road
Billerica, MA 01862
Phone: 978-667-1711

History of Patterns and Practices
Forcing American's into the Masonic Political association religion based.
Trafficking of Person with Social Security number, Birth certificate and driver license when
trafficked out of country of these 50 states to offshore with foreign trust denoted in action by
Enforcing Trafficking Content from Political Constituency Religious courts attached to Warrants
of creature state of Massachusetts or it’s under Charging Instruments, as state within a State
operates in Blind Faith under agreements with the United States and its political agency(s), the
United States with Federal and agency Political Unit. Trafficking of Person is the geographical
placement into the offshore U.S. Virgin Islands, whereby a driver’s license as it exists under the
fictitious IRS as an element, combined with an IRS Individual Master File typically under a false
claim on Person, attached with Person and moved out of the country of these 50 States asserting
Federal Jurisdiction.

03-03-2015 Massachusetts Uniform Citation #R4116304
03-0402915 Criminal Complaint ref Massachusetts Uniform Citation #R4116304
Officer Taylor and Riddell Advised David Mabardy he was required
to possess a driver’s license in state of Massachusetts. Taylor and
Riddle found expired non-renewable and suspended status of a
New Hampshire.
------------------------------------Service with Mail and/other any other Hard copy
And Service with Normal Presenter Methods
Trafficking of Person Violations of UDHR –
Officer Riddell Belmont Police Department
Officer Cory Taylor Belmont Police Department
460 Concord Ave
Belmont, MA 02478
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The Winchester Police Department - Trafficking of Person with Social Security number, Birth
certificate and driver license when trafficked out of country to offshore with foreign trust by
Enforcing Trafficking Content Attached to Warrants or under Charging Instruments.
The Winchester Police Department Forced claimant into their Mason Political Religious
Association by means of incarceration with evidence in hand by The United States of America, the
Government of The United States of America 1781, which is a Government Identification card.
The claimant was a American National in 2014, and in 2015 Police in The Winchester Police
Department whose names are Robert Delaney and Michael Smith and thereby caused
incarceration under the Safety and Welfare apparatus the Claimant is not party thereof. The
forced incarceration of the claimant interfered with care, custody and control of claimant’s child,
whereby the child's mother was using drugs and child taken was forced from a safe environment
into an unsafe environment.
On Oct 15, 2015, claimant was delivered papers approximately 1 hour before hearing, from a
court claimant is not part of, name of Dylan Lee, thereby was his son under some foreign name
change, and when appearing, before this foreign court not party of his intangible property, it was
discovered that an attorney had been forced into this foreign court, with an attorney that the father
had not authorized.
The claimant under Common Law action was forced to operate in a foreign court, that he is not
party thereof, and in demand forced open claim into the court whereby no one appeared to
contest and claim, that lasted approximately 2 and half hours.
Judge Kenneth King, without a lawful merit or standing, removed due process, practiced law and
fabricated opinion, from the Mason Association court in process. The Mason Political
Constituency court the day before held a ex part hearing the previous day while under
incarceration in the Mason Political Constituency court depriving claimant of further due process.
The Mason Political Constituency court had sealed the court preventing access for son and further
being forced into the Mason Political Constituency court, an Association.
The claimant reported this as a theft, which means that when ignored the Mason Political
Constituency court, an Association, treated the claimant as a U.S. citizen, and Winchester Police
Department failed to respond, therefore sealed their fate as kidnapping. The Name Dylan Lee was
used in these foreign court Associations due to child’s mother Amanda Lee, whom became
dependent of drugs being oxytocin and was convicted in Woburn District Court, another foreign
court Associations in Massachusetts and sentenced to 7 months while pregnant, having to use
methadone, and creating another addition.
Claimant filed due to child endangerment after mother was out and on Methadone treatment,
whereby her state payment scheme was stopped and mother went back on street drugs.
The New Hampshire court awarded claimant custody because of parental standing. However, the
Grand Mother Mrs. Mary Lou Lee heard about this and then the mother. Thus, mother counter
suit in Massachusetts, where the first in time court had precedence, and was ignored in
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Massachusetts just as all other Jurisdiction was ignore along with due process. Thereby the
Massachusetts Court system nullified the New Hampshire court system, which was arbitrary.
Trafficking of Person with Social Security number, Birth certificate and driver license when
trafficked out of country of these 50 states to offshore with foreign trust denoted in action by
Enforcing Trafficking Content from Political Constituency Religious courts attached to Warrants
of creature state of Massachusetts or it’s under Charging Instruments, as state within a State
operates in Blind Faith under agreements with the United States and its political agency(s), the
United States with Federal and agency Political Unit. Trafficking of Person is the geographical
placement into the offshore U.S. Virgin Islands, whereby a driver’s license as it exists under the
fictitious IRS as an element, combined with an IRS Individual Master File typically under a false
claim on Person, attached with Person and moved out of the country of these 50 States asserting
Federal Jurisdiction.
------------------------------------Service with Mail and/other any other Hard copy
And Service with Normal Presenter Methods
Trafficking of Person Violations of UDHR –
Officer Robert Delaney
Officer Michael Smith
Winchester Police Department
30 Mt Vernon St,
Winchester, MA 01890
Phone: 781-729-1214
Phone: 781-729-1212
END OF KNOWN RESPONDENTS

Date: ______12, February 2018____
Claimant David Mabardy

/s/ John Rowe, Trustee /s/ digital Signature 02-12-2018
Date: __________________________________
Private Attorney General’s John Rowe
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